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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T and S be two linear transformations in L(H, , H,,,) where H, is the 
space of all k x 1 column matrices over a field F. In Section 2, we show that 
there exists a maximal subspace HI of H, such that for any projection P on 
HI inL(H, , H,), there exists U E L(H., , H,) satisfying TPU + SP = 0 and 
U = PUP. If the pencil XT + S is nonsingular, i.e., the relative spectrum of 
T and S is not equal to F, we show that there esists.a unique linear trans- 
formation U, in L(H, , HI) such that for all projection P on HI in L(Hn , H,), 
we have TPU + SP = 0 where U = U,P is in L(H,, , H,,) since the range 
of P is HI. We show in this case ATx -/- Sx = 0 if and only if zc E HI and 
Ax = UPy. In Section 3, we further analyze the relation between U and the 
pencil AT + S. For example, we show that if dim(TH, + SW,) = n, in 
particuIar when m = n, the space H, can be decomposed into HI and HN 
where the pair T and S behave like Ur on HI and like a nilpotent operator on 
HN . In Section 4, we suggest a method to relate the relative eigenvalue 
problem of T and S with the ordinary eigenvalue problem by using the 
generalized inverse which is available in numerical analysis. We also suggest 
an algorithm to find P and U by using generalized inverses. In Section 5, we 
show that Ty’(t) -/- Sy(t) =: 0 withy(O) = x is solvable if and only if x E HI , 
and show that the solution is unique if and only if XT -+ S is nonsingular. 
We give a direct approach to prove the above results, although some of 
them can be obtained by using the Weierstrass elementary divisors and 
Kronecker’s minimal indices. Other than the method suggested in this paper 
in finding the relative eigenvalues of T and S, various methods are known 
when T and S are both n x n matrices; see for example [2]-[ll], [13], [14]. 
2. BASIC RESULTS 
Throughout this paper we will use T and S to denote two m x n matrices 
over a field F. We will assume the field F to be the real or the complex numbers. 
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Actually, F can be any field except on Corollary 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, where P 
should have more than n elements, and on Theorem 3.4 and Section 5, where 
F must be the real or the complex numbers. We will use H, and H, to denote 
the IZ x 1 and vz x 1 column matrices over F. We will use L(H, ) H,,) to 
denote the set of all linear transformations from H, to H, and Iet each linear 
transformation have a matrix representation relative to the standard basis in. 
H, and El,, . Therefore T and S are elements in L(H,, , H,,). We will denote 
the null space of S relative to a subset X of H, by 
M(S i X) = (X E X: SX = O> 
and denote the range of S relative to a subset X of H, by R(S 1 X) = 
{y E H,: y = Sx for some x E X). All matrices of the form AT f S for h E F 
constitute a pencil of matrices. The relative spectrum of T and S is the set 
sp(T, S) = (X GF: AT + S is not one to one]. We called an element in 
sp(T, S) a relative eigenvalue of T and S. We denote the restriction of S on 
a subset X of H, by S j X. For Y C Hm , S-l(Y) = (x E H,?: Sx E I’]. We 
will still use the conventional notation S-l to denote the inverse trans- 
formation of S when ~1 = no and S is invertible. A projection P on a subspace 
X (along a subspace Y) inL(H, , H,) IS a linear transformation in L(H,, , H,) 
such that P” = P, Pf& = X and (I - P)H,, = Y. The notation X 0 E- = H, 
means X and Y are subspaces of H, with X n Y = 0 and X -1 Y == H, . 
We said that a pencil XT + S is nonsingular if sp(T, ‘5’) f F; otherwise, we 
called it singular. A pencil is regular if n = m and nonsingular. 
Denote X0 -= II, and Xk+r = S-I( T(Xzz)), k = 0, I,... . Denote HI := ‘Yn , 
and call it the initial manifold of the pencil XT + S. The following lemma 
summarizes the properties of HI . 
LEMMz4 2.1. (i) S-l(T(H,)) = HI and hence S(H,) C T(HI). 
(ii) If there exist h E F and x E H such that hTx: + Sx = 0, then x E HI . 
(iii) Let P be a projection on HI in L(Hn , I&). Then 
(a) there emkts U EL(H~ , H,) SUCJZ that TPU +- SP = 0 and 
u = PUP; 
(b) ;f (X - U)x = 0, tlzen (XT + S)Px = 0. 
Proo$ (i) Observe that 
X Bil = S-lT(X,) = (S-‘T)k+1H,2 = (S-lT)?VTH (7 (S-lT)‘;H = A-, 1 
Therfore X, is a decreasing sequence of subspaces of H, . Since H, is finite 
dimensional, Xk will stop to decrease after at most n iterations. We have 
HI = X, = Xn+l = S-l(T(X,)) = S-l(T(HI)) and clearly S(H,) = 
S(W T(K))) C TW,). 
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(ii) It is enough to show that 3c E X, for all K. Clearly x E X0 = H,n . 
Inductively, suppose x E X, . Then hTx + Sx = 0 implies 
x E S-l( T( 4~)) C S-l( T(X,)) = X2+, . 
(iii) Clearly each column of P represented as an n x n matrix relative to 
the standard basis of H, is an element in HI . Then for each column x of P, 
there exists u E HI such that Tu + Sx = 0 since SH, _C TH, , Let P’ be an 
n ?< n matrix such that each column in I’ is a solution u of Tu + Sx = 0 
where .2* is the corresponding column in P. Then PV = V and TPV + SP = 0. 
Define U = VP. Then U = PVP and TPU f SP = (TPV f SP)P = 0. 
This proves part (a). To show part (b), let (A - U)x = 0. Then 
(XT + S)Px = (ATP + SP)x = (ATP - TPlJ)x = TP(A - U)x = 0. 
When the pencil XT + S is singular, the relative eigenvalue problem is 
trivial since sp(T, S) = F. When the pencil AT $- S is nonsingular, the 
following theorem and its corollaries transform the relative eigenvalue 
problem into an ordinary eigenvalue problem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose T is one to one on HI aftd let P be a projection on HI 
in-W,, HA. 
(i) There exists a mique U EL(H, , H,) such that TPU + SP = 0 
with U = PUP, and U is given by U = -QSP where Q is the inverse of T 
frona TU1 to HI . 
(ii) If (and only if) ATx + Sx = 0 for some X EF and x E H,, , then 
(A - U)x = OandxEHr. 
Proof. (i) First of all we observe that QSP is a well-defined linear trans- 
formation from H, to H, since it is the composition of two linear transforma- 
tions, namely, SP from H, to SH, _C TH, and Q from TH, to HI _C H, . 
Now, the existence of U is from 2.1 (iii)a. To show U is unique, it is enough to 
show that U = -QSP. But this follows by observing that QTP = P and 
U = PU = QTPU = -QSP. 
(ii) If hTx + Sx = 0, then Px = ?c since x E H1 by 2.l(ii)b. We have 
(A - U)x = (A + QSP)Px = (AQTP + QSP)x = Q(XT + S)x = 0. 
Conversely, if (A - U)x = 0 and x E HI, then (AT + S)x = (XT + S)P,x = 
(AT + TQSP)x = T(A + QSP)x = T(X - U)x = 0 since TQSP=SP. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If (and only if) the pencil XT + S is non singular, then 
T / HI is one to one. 
Proof. Suppose T is not one to one on HI. Then for all X EF, XT + S 
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is not one to one on HI since (AT + S)H, C TH, + SH, C THI + TH, = THI 
and dim N(AT + S / HI) = dim HI - dim R(hT + S j Hl) > dim HI - 
dim R(T ) HI) = dim N(T j HI) > 0. Th is shows sp(T, S) = F. Conversely, 
suppose T j H, is one to one. By 2.2(ii), we know sp(T, S) is contained in the 
set of eigenvalues of U. But U being an n >( n matrix has at most n distinct 
eigenvalues. The field F has more than n elements. Therefore sp(T, S) # F. 
The following corollaries are immediate. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose n = m. 
(i) If (and only if) det(XT + S) = 0 for all X EF, then T j HI is not 
one to one. 
(ii) If (and on& if) det(hT + S) # 0 for some AEF, then T/ Hl is 
one to one. 
COROLLARY 2.5. sp(T,S) h as at most n elemerlts or sp(T, S) = F. 
3. ON NONSINGULAR PENCILS 
Define Y,, = 0 and Yk+, = T-l(S(Z/,)), k = 0, 1,2,... . Denote H2v = Y, ~ 
Clearly HN is a subspace of H, . Also the sequence of subspaces Y, is 
increasing since Yk+r = T-l(S(Y,)) = (T-lS)k+l(0) = (T-?S)k(T-lS)(0) 1 
(T-rS)k(0) = E;, . So it will stop to increase after at most n steps since 
dim H,, = rz. Therefore Tmml(S(H,)) = H,” and hence 
TH,,, = T(T-l(S(H,))) C SH, . 
We will assume in the rest of this section that the pencil XT + S is non- 
singular. The following lemma establishes the behavior of T and S on 
HI and HN . 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) HI n HN = 0. 
(iii S is one to on.e on HR’ . 
(iii) (RT)flx = 0 for all x E H.v zuhere R is the inverse of S from SH, 
to H,\. . 
(iv) X, n H.v = (RT)“H, and N(T / Xk) = IV(T j (RT)kH,v). 
(v) If &I is a subspace of H, such tlzat H, = HI 13 M, then S is one to 
one on A(I and TH, n SM -= 0. 
(vi) If X is a subspace of H, containing HI , then 
dim(TX) > dim(S-r(T(X))). 
(vii) If dim(SH + TH) = n, then dim TX = dim S-‘(T(X)) for any 
X containing HI . 
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Proof. (i) We show by induction that H, CI Y, = 0 for all k. Clearly, 
H,nYY,=HInN(T)=O . since T is one to one on HI. Suppose HI n Y’, = 0. 
We want to show that HI n Yk+l = 0. Let x E HI n Yk+r . Then x E Y,..* 
implies there exists TJ E Y, such that TX = Sa. Therefore zi E S-l(T,v) _C HI 
since x E HI . Then v E HI n Yr, implies v = 0 by induction hypothesis. 
It follows 2c = 0 since T is one to one on HI and x E HI. This shows 
HL n HN = 0. 
(ii) Clearly S ’ 0 is ne to one on HN since N(S) _C HI and HI n HN = 0. 
(iii) This follows by observing that (RT)“H, _C (WT)“H, = HI, and 
(RT)“H, C HN since TH,,, C SH, and R is the inverse of S from SH, to HN . 
It follows (RT)“H, C HI n HN = 0. 
(iv) We show X, n H,,, = (RT)“H, by induction. Clearly X,, n HN = 
H n HN = H,,, when k = 0. Assume X, n HN = (RT)k%l, . We want to 
show X,,, n HN = (RT)“+lH, . Clearly (RT)“+‘H, C X,,, n HN . Con- 
versely, let x E X,,, n H,,, . Then there exists a E XP such that 5’~ = TV. 
The element v is also in HN since v E T-l(Sx) C T-?!?H, = HN . By 
induction hypothesis, v E (RT)“H, . It follows x = R(Tv) E (RT)“+lH, since 
TV E TH, C SH, and the domain of R is SH, . This completes the induction. 
The identity N(T 1 X,) = N(T / (RT)“H,) follows from the identity above 
and the fact that N(T) C H,,, . 
(v) Clearly S is one to one on M since N(S) C HI . To show TH, n SM = 0, 
let x E TH, n SM. Then there exists v EM such that x = Sv. We have 
v E S-l(x) C S-l(TH,) = HI . Therefore, v = 0 by assumption that 
111 n HI = 0. If follows x = Sv = 0. Therefore TH, n SM = 0. 
(vi) Let us denote an element in the quotient space (SH + TX)/TX by 
Sx + TX for some x E H, . Then the map x --+ Sx + TX is a well-defined 
vector space homomorphism from H, onto (SH;, + TX)/TX. The kernel of 
the homomorphism is P(T(X)) since Sx + TX = TX if and only if 
Sx E TX if and only if x E F(T(X)). Therefore dim H, - dim S-l(TX) = 
dim(SH, + TX) - dim TX. By (v) above, 
dim(SH, + TX) > dim(SM + TH,) = n 
for any subspace M of H, such that M + HI = H, . It follows dim TX > 
dim W(TX) if HI C X. 
(vii) Continuing from (vi), we have dim TX = dim S-I( TX) if 
dim(SH, + TH,) = n, 
since then we have n = dim(SH, + TH,) > dim(SH, + TX) > n and 
hence, dim(SH, + TX) = n for any X 2 HI. 
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It follows directly from 3.1(v) that n < %tz if the pencil hT + S is non- 
singular. Also 3.l(iii) justified the notation HN where in a sense the pencil 
XT + S is nilpotent. 
THEOREM 3.2. If (alzd only if) dim(SH, + TH,) = n, then H,l = 
HI + Yv . 
Proof. First, notice that dim Hiv = &, dim N(T 1 (RT)k HN) since 
(RT)“H,\, = 0. Assume dim(SH, + TH,) = II. For each integer k >, 0, 
Then 
dim X, := dim TX, + dim N(T / X,) 
= dim S1(TX,) + dim N(T ! (RT)“lil,) 
= dim X,,, + dim N(T i (RT)kH,r). 
dim H, = dim X,, = dim X1 + dim N(T j HN) 
= dim X, + dim N(T / RTTH,) + dim N(T \ II,,) 
z .-* z &lmX,,, + i N(T 1 (RT)kHN) = dim HI + dim HN . 
!kO 
It follows H, = HI + HN since HI n H,\, = 0. Conversely, assume 
dim(SN, f- TH,) -f n. Then dim(SH,, + TN,) > n by the nonsingularity 
of the pencil XT + S and 3.1(v). By 3.1(G), dim TH, > dim S-l(TH,). It 
followsdimH,>dimX,+dimN(TIH,)>~~~>dimHIfdimH,.. 
Therefore, dim H,l > dim HI + dim HN and hence, HI f HN is properly 
contained in H, . 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose XT + S is a regular pencil. Let P be a projection 
on HI inL(H, , Ha) and U be an n x n matrix such that TPli + SP = 0 and 
PUP = U. Then 
(i) det(h - U) = kXs det(XT + S) where k f 0, 
(ii) s = dim H,v and 
(iii) degree(det(hT + S)) = dim HI. 
Proof. By 3.1(v) and 3.2, we know H, = TH, + SH, . Let x E I-r, . 
Then x = Tu + 5% from some unique u E HI and ZI E HN. Define 
WJZ = zc + v. Then W is a well-defined invertible linear transformation on 
H, . A matrix representation of W(hT + S) relative to the basis where the 
first rz - s elements are from HI and the other s elements are from HN is in the 
form 
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where Q and R are the inverse of T and S from TH, to HI and SH, to HN , 
respectively. Therefore 
det0T -I- S) = (det W-l det(hl,, + Q(S 1 III)) det(hR(T / HN) + I~.>. 
By 3.l(iii), RT is nilpotent on HN , we have det(hR(T 1 HN) + lHN) = 1 for 
all h. By 2.2(i), we know that U = -QSP. Therefore, det(h - U) = 
AS det(XIHI + Q(S 1 HI)) where s = dim HN . Combining, we have 
det(h - U) = kXs det(XT + S), w h ere k = det Wand the proof is completed. 
In vibrating systems, we have a regular pencil hT -+ S where T and S are 
positive semidefinite n x 1z matrices. Instead of the method by elimination 
of coordinates as was done in Section 2.11 in Bishop, Gladwell, and 
Michaelson [ 151, we suggest the theorem below which is also a generalization 
of Theorem 8 in p. 3 10 of Gantmacher [6] and Theorem 2.11 in Lancester [7]. 
We need a few definitions. Let (x, y) denote an inner product on H, . 
A linear transformation A in L(H, , H,) is positive semidefinite (negative 
semidefinite, positive definite) if for all x E H, , (Ax, w) > 0, ((Ax, x) < 0, 
(4x, x) > 0). A linear transformation A is semidefinite if A is positive semi- 
definite or negative definite. A linear transformation A* is an adjoint of A if 
(Ax, y) = (x, A *y) for all x, y E Hn . A linear transformation is self-adjoint if 
A = A”. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let XT + S be a regular pencil with T and S self adjoint. 
tIlen (i) If ’ t zere exists & E F such that &T + S is positive OY negative dej%te, 
(a) all elements in sp(T, S) are real, 
(b) dim N&T + S) = r’i where 
det(hT + S) = c(h - hJ1 ... (h - n,p 
with c f 0, ri positive integer and hi # hi ;f i + j, and 
(c) degree(det(hT + S)) = rank T. 
(ii) If T and S are senaide$nite, then there exists A,, E F such that /\,T -+ S 
is positive OY negative de$nite. 
Proof. (i) We can assume X,T + S is positive definite because if X,T + S 
is negative definite, we prove the theorem for the pencil --hT - S. Let A be 
the inverse of the positive square root of /\,,T + S. Then by direct verification, 
@ZTAy+y=O if and only if ATx+Sx=O, where h=,u+& and 
x = -4~. Observe that h, must be real. Therefore it is sufficient to verify 
(a), (b), and (c) is true for the pencil ,uATA + I. But these will follow from 
the well-known theorems on self-adjoint matrices and an application of 
Theorem 3.3 above since ATA is self-adjoint. 
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(ii) Assume T is negative semidefinite and S is positive semidefinite. Bp 
the regularity of the pencil AT + S, there exists a negative number A0 , such 
that X,T $- S is invertible. Then X,T + S is positive definite since it is 
positive semidefinite and invertible. The other possibilities of T and S can be 
considered in a similar fashion. 
In general, if T and S are self-adjoint, it is not true that there exists a 
translation of S relative to T, i.e., A,T + S for some A, EF, which is positive 
or negative definite. This can be shown as follows: Let (~?y) be the dot 
product on H,?, , and T and S be two arbitrary n x IE matrices. Then the 
272 x 2% matrices T, = (F* :) and S, = (& “0) are self-adjoint and 
det(AT, + S,) = det(hT + S) det(hT* + S*) = det(XT + S) det(XT). 
Now if such a translation is possible, then sp(T, , S,) is a subset of real 
numbers and hence sp(T, , S,) = sp(T, S). That is, sp(T, S) is a subset of 
real numbers. But this is not true in general. 
4. FINDING P, U AND EIGEN~ALUES BY USING GENERALIZED INVERSE 
A generalized inverse of an m x n matrix d is an n x m matrix A$ such 
that AAgA = A. We note that Ag always exists, AAQ is a projection on R(A) 
along ,V(AAg) in L(H, , I&J, and AQA is a projection an R(AgA) along N(A) 
inL(H, , HJ (Ref. Boullion and Ode11 [l], Rao and Mitra [12]). The method 
of solving the relative eigenvalue problem by means of the generalized 
inverses was suggested in Erdelyi [3]. W e will give a different usage of the 
generalized inverse to the relative eigenvalue problem and give a more 
complete characterization to the problem. 
Suppose the pencil AT + S is nonsingular. Then by direct verification, we 
have hTx + Sx = 0 if and only if (A - X,)(&T + S)g TX f I = 0 and 
(X,T + S)(h,T + S)g TX = TN. Thus the relative eigenvalue problem 
becomes an ordinary eigenvalue problem, cc.% + (h,T + S)O TX = 0 where 
p z= l/(h - A,). Furthermore, if dim TH* + SH, = 11 or m = n, then 
(h,T + S)H, == TH + SH. The above equivalent statements can be 
simplified as follows: hTx + Sx = 0 if and only if 
(A - X,)&T + S)g TN + x = 0. 
This is because TH _C (X,T + S)H, and (&T + S)(X,T + S)g is a projection 
on (h,T + S)H, . We summarize the above observations in 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose the pencil AT $- S is nonsingular. 
(i) hTx + Sx = 0 if and only if px + Bg TX =: 0 and BBg Tx = T.r 
where p = l/(X - h,) and B = h,T + Sfop some A, $ sp(T, 5’). 
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(ii) If dim(TH, + SF&J = norn=m, thenhTx-+Sx=Oifand 
onI. ifp+BgTx=O where p = I/@-&,) and B =)bT+S’fog so?ne 
4, $ sp(T, S). 
In the sequel, we will give a method to find a projection P on HI and the 
corresponding U for a regular pencil AT + S. Then by Theorem 2.2, we 
can use P and U to find the relative eigenvalues and eigen vectors of T and S. 
On the other hand, P and U can be used to determine the solvability of the 
differential equation Ty’(t) + Sy(t) = 0 with y(0) = I and give the 
representation of the solutions of the system. 
Let XT + S be a regular pencil and A, 4 sp(T, S). Then TPU + SP = 0 
with U = PUP is equivalent to TP(U - X,P) + (h,T + S)P = 0 with 
u - ,\oP = P(U - /\oP)P, and hence equivalent APU, + P = 0 with 
U, = PUIP, where A = (&T + S)-IT and U, = U - h,P. The equivalent 
statements above imply the initial manifold of the pencil AT + S is equal to 
the initial manifold of the pencil AA + I. Therefore a projection on the initia1 
manifold of the pencil AT + S is a projection on the initial manifold of the 
pencil AA + I, and vice versa. But then P = A”(A”)g is a projection on A”H, 
which by definition is the initial manifold for the pencil AA + 1. Using this 
projection P, define U = -P(TP)gSP. Then 
TPU + SP = TPU + TP(TP)gSP = TP( U + P(TP)gSP) = 0 
where SP = TP(TP)gSP is due to the fact that SPH.,t = SH, C TH, and 
TP( TP)g is a projection on TPH, = TH, . We summarize this in 
THEOREM 4.2. Let XT + S be a regular pencil. Then 
(i) P = AR(&)9 is a projection on the imlial mannifold of the pencil 
XT + 5’ where A = (A,T + S)-;Tfor some A, # sp(T, S), and 
(ii) U = -P(T P)gSP is the solution of TPU + SP with U = PUP. 
5. ON Ty’(t) + Sy(t) = 0 WITH y(o) = s 
We will use y(t) to denote an H, valued function on the interval [0, co] 
and will denote the derivative of y(t) by y’(t). We will denote the exponent of 
an n x n matrix A by exp(A) which by definition is equal to Cz=, (1 jk!)A”. 
We will use Ly to denote Ty’(t) + Sy(t). In 5.l(ii) below, the notation HI is 
justified since it consists of all elements x in H such that Ly = 0 withy(O) = x 
is solvable. To say that Ly admits unique solution, we mean that Ly = 0 
withy(O) = 0 admits only the trivial solution. Recall that T and S are m x n 
matrices. 
THEOREM 5.1. (i) If there exist P and U in L(HTz , H,) such that P2 = P 
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and TPU + SP = 0, the-n for all x E R(P) the system Ly = 0 with y(O) = x 
is solvable and the solution is y(t) = P exp(tU)x. 
(ii) HI = {x E H,: Ly = 0 with y(0) = x is solvable}. 
(iii) If (and only if) the pencil AT + S .’ ts nonsingular, then Ly admits 
unique solution. 
Proof. (i) This follows by direct verification. 
(ii) By 2.l(iii)a and (i) above, we have that for each element N in I-r, the 
equation Ly = 0 with y(0) = .?c is solvable. Conversely, let s E H, such that 
Ly = 0 with y(0) = x admits a solution y(t). We want to show that x E HI . 
We show this by showing y(t) and y’(t) E X, for all k = 0, l,... . Clearly y(t) 
and y’(t) E X0 = H,T . Suppose y(t) and y’(t) are in X, for all t 2 0. We want 
to show that y(t) and y’(t) E X,,, . The equation Ty’(t) + Sy(t) = 0 implies 
y(t) E S-lT(-y’(t)) C SIT(XJ for all t. Therefore y(t) E X,,., . Since 
x2+1 is finite dimensional and hence closed, we have y’(t) E X,, . This 
completes the induction, and hence x = y(0) E HI . 
(iii) By 2.3, the nonsingularity of the pencil AT + S implies that T is one 
to one on H1 . From (ii) above, we can conclude that for each x E HI, y(t) 
is a solution of Ly = 0 with y(O) = .le if and only if y(f) is a solution of the 
system y’(t) + QSPy(t) = 0 with y(0) = .Y’, where P is a projection on HI 
and Q is the inverse of T from TH, to HI . By the uniqueness of the solutions 
of the system y’(t) + QSPy(t) = 0 we can conclude that Ly admits unique 
solutions. Conversely, suppose the pencil AT + S is singular. By 2.3, the 
restriction of T on HI is not one to one. Let P be a projection on H1 . By 2.1, 
there exists U E L(Hn , H,) such that TPU + SP = 0. Since T is not one to 
one on H1, we can have U, and U, such that TPU, + SP = 0 and U, 
differs from U, only on the k-th column where k is chosen such that there 
exists an element x E H, whose k-th entry is nonzero. Then yr(t) = 
P exp(tU& and 35 = P exp(t U. ) z x are solutions of Ty’(t) + Sy(t) = 0 with 
y(0) = 5. But y,‘(O) = UPv and y%‘(O) = lJzx. They are different by the 
assumption on U, , U, , and x. Hence y(t) = yl(t) - y2(t) is a nontrivial 
solution for Ly = 0 with y(O) = 0. The proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let m = n. 
(i) If (and only if) det(XT + S) # 0 for some X EF, then Ly admits 
unique solutions. 
(ii) If (and only if) det(AT + S) = 0 for all X E F, then Ly = 0 z&h 
y(0) = 0 admits nontrivial solution. 
(iii) If (and only ;f) det(XT + S) = det S # 0 for all A, thez H1 = 0. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follows from 2.4 and S.l(iii). 
(iii) This follows from 3.3(iii) and 2.l(ii). 
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